This paper is devoted to studying scheduling policies in flexible serial lines with two Bernoulli machines and dedicated finite buffers. Priority, cyclic and work-in-process (WIP)-based scheduling policies are investigated. For small scale systems, exact solutions are derived using Markov chain models. For larger ones, a flexible line is decomposed into multiple interacting dedicated serial lines, and iteration procedures are introduced to approximate system production rate. Through extensive numerical experiments, it is shown that the approximation methods result in acceptable accuracy in throughput estimation. In addition, system-theoretic properties such as asymptotic behavior, reversibility, and monotonicity, as well as impact of buffer capacities are discussed, and comparisons of the scheduling policies are carried out.
Introduction 1
To respond to rapid market change and customized demands, flexibility 2 is becoming prevalent in modern manufacturing industry. Substantial efforts In other words, the constant cycle time is defined by the shortest process- 7) The processing of parts at machine m 2 is determined by the following 154 scheduling policies:
155
• Priority policy: The priority order is static, being a function of prod- policies not represented here, they will be investigated in future work. is up for type j, buffer b j is full, and machine m 2 does not take a part 182 from b j . Machine m 2 is never blocked, but it is starved if it is up and all 183 buffers are empty.
184
The above assumptions define the system under consideration. To study 185 its performance, define P R j , j = 1, . . . , K, as the line production rate of 186 type j parts, i.e., the probability to produce a type j part by m 2 during a 187 cycle. Then the problem to be addressed is formulated as follows: Given 188 production system 1)-9), develop a method for evaluating the line production 189 rate as a function of machine and buffer parameters and scheduling policies,
190
and investigate system-theoretic properties.
191
The solutions to the above problem are given in Sections 4 and 5 below.
192
First, an exact method using Markov chain models is developed for small 
Markov chain Method for Small Systems

196
In this section, we derive exact equations for performance analysis using The state definition of the systems can be the same under these two poli-
203
cies. Let h j denote the occupancy of product type j in buffer b j , 0 ≤ h j ≤ N j , 204 j = 1, . . . , K, and u be the product type to be processed in machine m 1 , 1 ≤ 205 u ≤ K. Then the system state can be characterized by S = (h 1 , . . . , h K , u).
206
The total number of states in the system, M, can be calculated as In this policy, the product type to be processed at machine m 2 should be included in state definition, i.e., the state of the system is characterized by S = (h 1 , . . . , h K , u, v). Note that h v = 0 and v > 0 cannot appear at the same time in a state, since a type v product cannot be processed at machine m 2 due to the empty buffer. When all buffers are empty, we use v = 0. In order to simplify the notation, assume that j + K := j so that (h 1 , . . . , h K , u, v) := (h 1 , . . . , h K , u, v + K) when v = 0. Then, the number of effective states for cyclic policy, M, can be calculated as 
Performance Analysis
Based on the transitions derived in above subsection, the transition matrix P with dimension M ×M can be constructed. Let ψ i be the steady-state probability associated with state s i , where s i = (h 1 , . . . , h K , u) for priority and WIP-based policy, and s i = (h 1 , . . . , h K , u, v) for cyclic policy.
Then the balance equations in a Markov chain can be obtained
where E = [1, 1, . . . , 1], and the second equation is the normalization condition. Introduce Φ which is obtained by replacing the last row in P by E. Then Ψ can be solved by
Note that there exists a unique steady state solution since we consider
218
an irreducible Markov chain with finite number of states. In addition, define 219 X j,η , j = 1, . . . , K, η = 0, 1, . . . , N j , as the probability that buffer b j has η 220 parts. Then
Thus, the system performance can be derived from (1).
222
Theorem 1. Under the assumption 1)-9), the system production rate of each product type can be calculated as:
where n = 1 for priority and cyclic policies, and n represents the number of buffers having the same highest occupancy simultaneously in WIP-based policy. In addition,
for WIP-based policy; ∪ l {s l = (h 1 , . . . , h k , . . . , h K , u, k)|h k > 0}, for cyclic policy.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Other performance measures, such as WIP, probabilities of blockage and 225 starvation, can be derived using ψ i 's as well. In limited scenarios, Theorem 226 1 can be represented by closed equations.
227
Corollary 1. Under assumptions 1)-9) with K = 2, α 1 = α 2 = 0.5, N 1 = N 2 = 1, p 11 = p 12 := p 1 and p 21 = p 22 := p 2 , the system performance under priority policy can be calculated as follows:
229
Computation Efficiency
230
Theorem 1 provides an exact method to evaluate system performance.
231
Clearly such a method is only suitable when the system is not too large.
232
The computation efficiency of the method is illustrated in Tables 1-3, using   233 parameters p ij = 0.9, α j = 1/K and N j = N, i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , K. method, and an approximation method needs to be introduced.
246
The idea of the approximation method is explained as follows: From 
other product types. Thus, it can be viewed that there exists an equivalent 251 serial line for each type of products. As shown in Figure 2 , the system is For each serial line, the performance can be evaluated using the results from Bernoulli two-machine lines with single product type (see [5] ). Specifically, for the serial line with part type j, the line production rate, P R j , can be calculated as:
where
Then the overall system performance is defined as
However, the above evaluation is dependent on acquiring parameters p First, the decomposition of machine m 1 is addressed. Let α ′ j denote the probability that the first part to be processed by m 1 in the original system is type j, either being a newly arrived one or the one waiting for m 1 's repair from breakdown. By conditioning α ′ j on whether type j part is the first part during the previous cycle or not, and whether buffer b j is full or not, and also assuming independence between buffer status and machine status, we can approximate α ′ j as follows:
where p ′ 2j represents the probability that machine m 2 processes type j part
260
given that buffer b j is not empty, and X j,N j is the probability that buffer conditions type k (other than j) part being processed in previous cycle.
266
Solving equation (8) we obtain
As
.
Substituting it back to (9), we have
Then the parameter of machine m 1 in each decomposed line can be calculated as
Since X j,N j is unknown, we approximate it using the probability buffer b j is full in the decomposed line, X ′ j,N j , which can be calculated as
Then α ′ j can be calculated as
However, still the value of α Thus, by taking into account of such a policy, p ′ 2j , which is used to define machine m 2 in decomposed lines for part type j, can be approximated as:
where X ′ k,0 , k = 1, . . . , K, is the probability that buffer b k in line k is empty,
As one can see from expressions (10) and (13), p 
The convergence of Procedure 1 has been investigated numerically. A total of 1000 experiments have been carried out for each set of K and N with randomly and equiprobably selected parameters from the following sets:
where LBN K is the lower bound of buffer capacity, which is determined 287 based on computation performance in Tables 1-3 . In other words, LBN K is 288 the smallest buffer capacity that cannot be solved using exact Markov chain 289 method for each row of K in Tables 1-3 ( i.e., the smallest buffer capacity 290 corresponding to the color portion in each row).
291
Among all the experiments, over 99.5% of cases the procedure converges, usually within 10 iterations. This leads to computation time within a fraction of second. Upon convergence, we obtain
Remark 4. For the few (0.5%) non-convergent cases, through extensive numerical experiments, we observe that such scenarios typically occur with 293 oscillating production rate in a very small range during iterations. After 294 the production rate starts to oscillate, by selecting the average in last two 295 iterations as an approximate, the accuracy is always within 5%. Thus, such 296 an approximation can be used as production rate estimate in such cases. 
WIP-based policy 298
By checking the buffer occupancy, a product with the highest one will be processed by machine m 2 at each time slot. However, it is impossible to enumerate the occupancy at each time slot in steady state analysis. Thus, the probabilities of buffer occupancy in each decomposed line will be used for approximation. In addition, the independence of the buffers is assumed. Then, we approximate p ′ 2j as follows:
where Prob(h j = i) is denoted as X ′ j,i , and Prob(h k < i) can be evaluated as
Note here to simplify the approximation formula, we ignore the scenario that 299 multiple buffers have the same occupancy.
300
As one can see, parameter p ′ 2j is dependent on the probability of buffer 301 occupancy in other lines, i.e., relying on p 
Cyclic policy
As machine m 2 processes parts in the order of part types 1 to K, and then back to 1, as long as the buffer is not empty, we can approximate the probability of part type j being selected when buffer b j is not empty (denoted as π j ) by ignoring the cycles that buffer b k (1 < k < j) is not empty but machine m 2 is down for type k. Thus
Using X ′ k,0 to replace X k,0 , parameter p ′ 2j can be approximated by:
Again, p 
318
Let P R cal j and P R sim j denote the production rates obtained by decomposition method and simulation, respectively. Then, the accuracy of the decomposition methods is measured by Percentage error:
Absolute error:
By summarizing production rates for each part type, we obtain the overall 319 production rate, i.e., P R = K j=1 P R j . Then the accuracy of P R can be 320 evaluated similarly.
321
The results are illustrated in Tables 4-6 , where the rows of P R 1 represent 322 the accuracy for part type 1, and the rest rows are for overall production 323 rate. Results for other product types are similar to that of type 1. Table 6 : Average accuracy for cyclic policy ations until convergence. Finally we will obtain the estimation of system 367 production rate. The lower part of Figure 3 illustrates such an aggregation 368 process.
369
We hypothesize that such a procedure is convergent and will lead to 370 accurate estimation. The challenging part is to retain the monotonic property where conservation of flow holds. Mathematically, it can be proved that 379 Proposition 1. Under assumptions 1)-9), the product ratio is conserved regardless of policy. That is,
Proof: See Appendix B. 
Asymptotic Properties
388
When the capacity of every buffer becomes infinite, the following property 389 holds.
390
Proposition 2. Under assumptions 1)-9), for any j ∈ {1, . . . , K}, if p 1j = p 1 , p 2j = p 2 , α j = 1/K, and N j = ∞, then the following holds:
In addition, for WIP-based and cyclic policies
392
The rationale of equation (23) is that no machine can produce more than 393 the worst machine. Note that under WIP-based and cyclic policies, all part 394 types have the same production rate. However, under priority policy, machine 395 m 2 will process more higher priority parts but less lower ones. For example,
396
when p 1 = 0.9, p 2 = 0.7 and K = 5, type 1 has the highest priority so that 397 P R 1 is larger than 0.14 (which is one fifth of overall production rate, i.e., ). On the other hand, type 5 has the lowest priority, thus P R 5 is 399 close to zero since the type 5 part is least processed. (see Table 7 for details). As one can see, reversibility does not hold.
408
A possible explanation is that due to scheduling policies, m 1 and m 2 load 409 parts using different rules. When the line is reversed, only the machines 410 with respect to buffer capacity.
424
Numerical Fact 1. Under assumptions 1)-9), both the production rate 425 of each product type, P R j , 1 ≤ j ≤ K, and the overall production rate, P R,
426
are monotonically increasing in buffer capacity N j , j = 1, . . . , K.
427
Intuitively, larger buffers reduce the possibilities of blockage and starva-428 tion, which lead to higher production rate. Due to conservation of flow, the 429 increase of buffer capacity in N j will not only lead to increase of P R j , but corresponding production rates. Clearly, in all cases P R increases no mat-
435
ter which scheduling policy is used. Similar to the single product case, the 436 growth rate of P R is decreasing.
437
As one can see, each buffer's capacity increase will have different impact 438 on production rate increase. To further investigate this, we observe: Since blockage will prevent entrance of all product types, reducing it 446 will lead to an increase of production rate. Thus, it is effective to add one 447 additional buffer capacity into the type with the largest blocking probability.
448
For small systems (K = 3), we verify that increasing one unit on the buffer 449 having the largest blocking probability will result in the highest production 450 rate (calculated using Markov chain method) in priority, WIP-based, and 451 cyclic policies, respectively. The percentages Numerical Fact 2 holds are 452 shown in Table 8 . For large systems (K = 5), as illustrated in Numerical Fact 3. Under assumptions 1)-9) and priority policy, the 462 production rate is more sensitive to the buffer capacity for low priority prod- part's buffer (N 2 in Figure 5 and N 5 in Figure 6 ) has more significant results
469
in production rate improvement. Note that α j = 1/K in all cases. 
Policy Comparison
471
The priority policy is typically introduced due to specific reasons, such these experiments are randomly selected from sets (15).
493
Nevertheless, the differences in production rates under these two policies 494 are small. The average differences are less than 
520
• Generalizing the model from Bernoulli machines to other reliability 521 models, such as geometric, exponential or general reliability ones.
522
• Investigating other scheduling policies which are widely used in indus-523 try, such as processing time based (longest or shortest) policy.
524
• Developing production control, buffer design, and continuous improve-525 ment (e.g., bottleneck analysis) methods with respect to machine pa-526 rameters and buffer capacity under different policies.
527
• Incorporating sequence dependent and independent setup and changeover 528 times during product type switch in systems operations.
529
• Validating and applying the work on the factory floor. will not occur. Thus, the transition probabilities are:
-s 2 = s 1 = (0, 0, . . . , 0, u),
• Machine m 1 will process type u with an empty buffer, but not all other buffers are empty. State s 1 = (h 1 , . . . , 0, . . . , h K , u) with at least one h j > 0, j ∈ {1, . . . , K}, j = u. Let v denote the product type to be processed by machine m 2 . Since there could be multiple buffers having the same highest occupancy in WIP-based policy, let set V consist of part types of all these buffers and n represent the number of buffers having the highest occupancy simultaneously.
To simplify the notation, we assume n = 1 and V = {v} for priority 549 policy. It follows that the transition probabilities are:
• The buffer whose product type to be processed at m 1 is full. That is,
. Then the transition probabilities are:
556
-State is unchanged, i.e., s 2 = s 1 ,
-State is changed, machine m 2 will process the same part type:
-State is changed, machine m 2 will process another part type v,
• The buffer whose product type to be processed at m 1 is neither full nor 
-State is changed, machine m 2 will process the same part type,
-State is changed, machine m 2 will process another part type, v = 569 u, then
-State is changed, machine m 2 cannot work, then
Cyclic policy
576
The transition probabilities are addressed in the following scenarios.
577
• All buffers are empty, i.e.,
cycle m 2 will prepare to process part type u which is just processed by 579 machine m 1 and sent to buffer b u during this cycle. Thus, the transition 580 probabilities are
• The other transition probabilities can be derived from using the similar 584 methods for priority and WIP-based policies by adding v and v + 1 into 585 the last element of s 1 and s 2 , respectively. For example, in the last case
transition probabilities are as follows:
588
-Buffer status is unchanged, i.e., s 2 = (h 1 , . . . , h u , . . . , h K , u, v + 1),
-Buffer status is changed, machine m 2 will process the same part
-Buffer status is changed, machine m 2 will process another part
-Buffer status is changed, machine m 2 cannot work, then s 2 =
597
(h 1 , . . . , h u + 1, . . . , h K , k, v + 1), k ∈ {1, . . . , K},
598
P s 1 ,s 2 = p 1u (1 − p 2v )α k .
Appendix B: Proofs
599
Proof of Theorem 1: The production rate of part type k is evaluated 600 by enumerating the scenarios that m 2 is ready to process a type k part and 601 its buffer is not empty. Then the transition probability matrix P can be derived (see next page). By solving equation (1), the steady-state probability ψ m for state s m , m = 1, . . . , 8, can be obtained. From Theorem 1, P R 1 = P R 2 = p 2 (ψ 3 + ψ 4 + ψ 7 + ψ 8 ) = p 2 (ψ 5 + ψ 6 ). be the production rate of type j part at machine m i , i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , K.
Thus,
Let use I j (t) to denote the amount of type j parts entered into buffer b j 606 during time 0 to t, which can be rewritten as 607 I j (t) = P R m 1 j × t. Then type j parts produced by m 2 during 0 to t, P R m 2 j (t), and production rate of type j part at m 2 , P R m 2 j , can be evaluated as P R m 2 j (t) = I j (t) + h j (0) − h j (t) = P R where h j (0) and h j (t) are the occupancy in buffer b j at time 0 and t, respectively, and 0 ≤ h j (t) ≤ N j . Then, for steady state, we obtain P R j P R k = P R For cyclic policy, from (20), all buffers have the same empty probability.
614
Thus
In both cases, we obtain K identical serial lines. In each line we have
It also follows that 617 P R j = P R K .
Under priority policy, from (13), if addition, this also implies p 1 > p 2 . Thus, the overall production rate is , j = 1, . . . , K, the overall production rate also exhibits such a property:
627 628
